
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement . Always telling the truth is the most important 
consideration in any relationship between people - use specific reasons and examples to support your 
answer .
As you know , telling the truth is the most important elements in ethics but do people observe it all 
the time ?
In my opinion the answer of to this question is '' of course not " and the reason is that although 
people likes honesty , the situation make changes everything even people and their opinions . 
Sometimes some happens happeningsto cause that people not to becould not honest with each other. 
maybe they are afraid of telling the truth because it might distroy destroy they relationships or lack of 
their self-confidence. some of us cover up the truth because we are not courage courageous to of 
saying something we did or things that occurred .
On the other hand, some of us think with by telling the truth maybe some persons become get in 
trouble . For instance , in your office your boss asked who has not submitted the forms ? and you 
know your colleague did not do that but you did not tell the truth because if you answer this question 
, your coworker will be fired . So in our imagination , we hide the truth to save persons others . I can 
easily say all of these are justifications and we are afraid of telling the truth and we got used to this 
dark side of ethics although we know that it damages our relationships and hearts , we do it again and 
again . Another important point is that scientists found that the lier's liar's brain is more slower than 
honest persons and telling the a lie has significant effect on the brain and this is recognized by MRI .
To sum it up , I know that humans are not without defects but we can try for principles of humanity 
and ethics and i finish my topic with a quotes of Mahatma Gandhi " Truth never damages a cause that 
is just.”


